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We study the dynamics of transient hot H atoms on Pd(100) that originated from dissociative adsorption
of H2. The methodology developed here, denoted AIMDEF, consists of ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations that include a friction force to account for the energy transfer to the electronic system. We find
that the excitation of electron-hole pairs is the main channel for energy dissipation, which happens at a rate
that is five times faster than energy transfer into Pd lattice motion. Our results show that electronic
excitations may constitute the dominant dissipation channel in the relaxation of hot atoms on surfaces.
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Electron-hole (e-h) pair excitations are an unquestioned
efficient energy drain in the interaction of fast atoms with
solids and surfaces [1–4]. In contrast, the relevance of this
dissipation channel in gas-surface interactions that involve
energies up to a few eV is not so clear. It depends not only
on the specific system, but also on the elementary process
considered, as shown by different studies on scattering
[5–12] and adsorption [6,13–26] of atoms and molecules
on surfaces. Low-energy e-h pair excitations have been
detected as chemicurrents on Schottky diode devices during
the chemisorption of atomic and molecular species on
metals [13–15]. The correlation found between chemicur-
rent intensities and adsorption energies is a strong
indication that a large fraction of the energy dissipated
in both the dissociative and nondissociative adsorption
processes is used to excite e-h pairs. However, this strongly
contrasts with examples showing that the dissociative
adsorption is reasonably well described within the elec-
tronically adiabatic approach, which neglects the coupling
between electronic excitations and the nuclear motion
[6,18–20,23,25], and that the effect of electronic energy
dissipation seems negligible [21,24,26]. Therefore, a ques-
tion that is raised here is at what stage of the dissociative
adsorption process e-h pair excitations do become relevant.
In a typical adsorption event, the incoming gas species
gain additional kinetic energy when entering the attractive
adsorption well. In the particular case of dissociative
adsorption, this energy gain can lead to the formation of
so-called “hot” atoms or fragments, with energies much
larger than the corresponding thermal energies of the
substrate atoms. The formed hot species will then propa-
gate along the surface until they dissipate the excess kinetic
energy and finally accommodate at a stable adsorption
position. This stage of the dissociative adsorption process,
where the relevance of e-h pair excitations has been
traditionally neglected, is the focus of the present work.
In this Letter we show that while e-h pair excitation may
not be relevant on the molecule-bond-breaking time scale,
it is an efficient dissipative channel in the subsequent
relaxation of the resulting transient hot products. Our
finding provides a new perspective for the study of hot
atom (HA) relaxation on metal surfaces, which hitherto
focused mainly on the energy transfer to lattice vibrations
[27–29]. The traveled mean free paths following dissocia-
tive adsorption may determine, for example, the likelihood
of HA recombination with adsorbed species. Since those
distances are related to the HA energy dissipation rate, the
competition between dissipation channels is a key factor
that affects the surface reactivity. We have chosen
dissociative adsorption of H2 on Pd(100) as a case study.
Previous theoretical work on this system was carried out by
Gross using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) [29].
According to this study each HA is relaxed by transferring
kinetic energy to the Pd atoms at a rather fast rate: In
800 fs the H atoms lose 50% of the energy acquired upon
dissociation. Here we demonstrate that for H2 molecules
impinging at similar kinetic energies the relaxation rate by
means of e-h pair excitations is in fact much faster. The
incipient HAs need only 150 fs to reduce their initial kinetic
energy by half. This implies that energy dissipation into
electronic excitations occurs faster, by a factor of 5, than
into lattice vibrations.
The effect of low-energy e-h pair excitations can be
effectively introduced in the classical equations of motion
through a friction force that accounts for energy dissipation
[21,30]. The technique we use here, which we denote
AIMDEF (AIMD with electronic friction), consists of
AIMD simulations that include and calculate the electronic
friction force on the fly. This friction force acting on the
gas-phase atom, −ηðriÞ_ri, is evaluated in the local density
friction approximation (LDFA) [21]. The latter uses, at each
time step, the friction coefficient ηðriÞ of the atom
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embedded in a homogeneous free electron gas [31–33] with
density equal to the ab initio electron density of the bare
surface at the position ri of the gas-phase atom. This
methodology, which we have implemented in the VASP
package based on density functional theory (DFT) [34], is
used here for the first time in combination with AIMD. The
integration of these two tools into AIMDEF is very well
suited to study dynamical processes in which energy
dissipation to phonons and e-h pairs are competing
processes. This is the case for the example of HA
propagation studied here.
AIMDEF simulations are carried out for individual H
hot atoms in the frozen surface (FS) approach and also in
the non-frozen surface (NFS) approach, in which the Pd
atoms of the two outermost layers are allowed to move. In
the NFS approach, the friction forces are also calculated
for the undistorted surface electron density. The use of this
approximation is justified, since the relevant electron
density values are not expected to change significantly
upon the Pd displacements present in our simulations. The
initial conditions for the H atoms are taken from adiabatic
frozen surface molecular dynamics (MD) calculations of
H2 dissociation on Pd(100). The simulations were per-
formed on a precalculated six-dimensional potential
energy surface (PES) that was constructed by Lozano
et al. from DFT data using structural and electronic
settings similar to the ones used in the present Letter
[35]. In those MD simulations a molecule was considered
to be fully dissociated (and thus the trajectory terminated)
when the H–H distance reached three times the equilib-
rium gas-phase H2 bond length. The final coordinates and
velocities, (x, y, z; vx, vy, vz), of each H atom are used
here as initial conditions in the AIMDEF calculations. The
stopping criterion for the FS simulations is that the total
energy reaches that of the H adsorbed at the hollow site
plus its zero point energy. The present use of single-H-
atom simulations to represent the full thermalization of the
dissociating H2 is well justified in this system. As found in
Ref. [29], when both H atoms are allowed in the
simulation unit cell the trajectory details may change,
but the average values of the quantities of interest, such as
energies and traveled distances, remain unaffected.
Energies and forces have been evaluated from DFTwith
projector-augmented wave pseudopotentials [36] and a
plane-wave basis set [34], using the supercell approach
[37] and the Perdew-Wang 1991 generalized gradient
approximation for the exchange and correlation functional
[38]. AIMDEF simulations are run for individual H atoms
on the (2 × 2) supercell. The equations of motion have been
integrated with a small time step h ¼ 0.1 fs using
Beeman’s method, which is a predictor-corrector method
for velocities. The velocities predicted at each step are used
to evaluate the friction force. The error in the corrected
velocities in the implemented Beeman’s method is Oðh3Þ,
i.e., smaller than the errorOðh2Þ given by the usual velocity
Verlet scheme [39,40]. The latter may not be stable enough
in the presence of friction forces.
The results reported below are obtained for H2 molecules
impinging on the Pd(100) surface in their rovibrational
ground state at normal incidence with kinetic energy Ei ¼
0.5 and 1.0 eV. In total we have analyzed 182(178)
AIMDEF atomic trajectories that correspond to 91(89)
dissociating molecules from an initial sampling of 100 H2
trajectories for Ei ¼ 0.5 (1.0) eV. These sets of trajectories
constitute statistically representative samples of the dis-
sociated molecules [41]. Except for one trajectory (three
trajectories) in which penetration of the subsurface occurs
for Ei ¼ 0.5ð1.0Þ eV, all the H atoms remain on the
surface. In order to have a benchmark for the relaxation
times in the absence of e-h pair excitations, we have first
carried out NFS AIMD simulations without electronic
friction on 100 atomic trajectories for Ei ¼ 0.5 eV and
h ¼ 1 fs, in a similar fashion as done by Gross [29]. This
choice of time step ensures that the total energy drift is
≲20 meV. The conversion of H2 kinetic energy into Pd
atom motion as a function of time, which is calculated as an
average over the available trajectories, is shown in the inset
of Fig. 1. The averaged starting kinetic energy for each pair
of H atoms in the AIMDEF simulations is ≃0.8 eV. The
latter value amounts to the initial molecular incident Ei plus
the energy gained by the interaction with the surface, as
already noted in Ref. [29]. The kinetic energy loss rate is in
good agreement with the AIMD results reported by Gross.
The small differences at long times are caused by the use of
different initial conditions, cell sizes, and number of mobile
Pd layers.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Main panel: mean H2 kinetic kinetic
energy as a function of time. Blue (green) lines correspond to
molecules impinging with Ei ¼ 0.5ð1.0Þ eV. Solid (dashed) lines
represent the AIMDEF results obtained in the FS (NFS) ap-
proach. Inset: kinetic energy in the absence of electronic friction
as a function of time. The energy lost by H2 (black line) is
transferred into Pd atom motion (red line).
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The prominent role of e-h pair excitations in the energy
dissipation of the formed HAs becomes evident by com-
paring the results of the inset with the ones we obtain from
the AIMDEF simulations. Figure 1 shows the mean kinetic
energy as a function of time including the effect of
electronic friction by AIMDEF. For Ei ¼ 0.5 eV, the H
atoms lose 50% of their energy into e-h pair excitations in
just 150 fs, as shown by the exponentially decaying FS
curve, while they need 800 fs to dissipate the same amount
of energy into Pd atom motion if no e-h pair excitations are
allowed (see the inset). The finding that the transient
products of dissociative adsorption are relaxed by e-h pair
excitations much more efficiently than by substrate vibra-
tions constitutes the main result of the present Letter. The
kinetic energy decay rate of faster impinging molecules
with Ei ¼ 1.0 eV almost coincides with that for
Ei ¼ 0.5 eV. This implies that similar electron densities
are being experienced by the HAs in both cases, as
explained below. The NFS curves, which combine both
loss channels, lie close to the FS ones, confirming that the
electronic mechanism for energy loss dominates over the
energy transfer to the Pd lattice. The similar decay found in
the FS and NFS cases is reasonable in view of the largely
different time scales of both dissipation mechanisms. The
remarkable outcome of the present case study is that, even
though e-h pair excitations may often be neglected in the
calculation of dissociation probabilities [21,24,26], most of
the energy of the dissociation products is transferred to the
electronic system. Importantly, this is consistent with
the fact that chemicurrent intensities measured during
the chemisorption of atoms and molecules scale with the
adsorption energy [13–15]. Chemicurrents have also been
observed during the associative desorption of H2 on metal
surfaces [42,43]. Our finding shows that in these experi-
ments a large amount of e-h pair excitation may take place
during the motion of the H atoms on the surface prior to
recombination.
It is meaningful to analyze our electronic dissipation
rates in terms of the surface electronic densities that the H
atoms experience during the thermalization process.
Analyzing our AIMDEF calculations, we find that, on
average, the mean electron radius probed by the H atoms
along their trajectories is hrsi ∼ 2.75 a:u:, where rs is
defined in terms of the electron density as rs ¼
½3=ð4πn0Þ1=3. According to the LDFA [21], the electronic
friction coefficient that corresponds to this mean radius of
the free electron gas is hηi ¼ 0.18 a:u:. As a first approxi-
mation, one might attempt to extract this value from the
exponential decay observed in Fig. 1. Thus, if we disregard
the PES topography and consider a constant potential
model, the energy loss follows a simple exponential decay
with rate λ ¼ −2~η=mp, where mp is the proton mass and ~η
is an effective average friction coefficient. A fit of the FS
curves shown in Fig. 1 to this model results in ~η ¼
0.111 a:u: for both incidence energies. In the LDFA
[21], this value of the friction coefficient arises for an
effective mean radius of the free electron gas
~rs ¼ 3.75 a:u:, i.e., a value that corresponds to an electron
density smaller than the actual average electron density
probed by the H atoms (hrsi ∼ 2.75 a:u:).
The difference between the actual average value of the
friction coefficient, hηi, and the one extracted from the FS
curves, ~η, can be understood with the help of toy models in
terms of the PES corrugation. In the region where the HAs
move, the potential along the direction normal to the
surface z can be reasonably approximated by a harmonic
potential. For such a model potential, the equation of
motion in the z coordinate corresponds to that of a damped
harmonic oscillator. Hence, the energy decay rate is
λ ¼ −~η=mp; i.e., it is slower than the decay rate of the
constant potential model. A similar conclusion can
be obtained for the corrugation along the coordinates
parallel to the surface (x, y). Considering for simpli-
city a one-dimensional scenario with a sine potential
VðxÞ ¼ V0 sinðaxÞ, it can be shown that the decay is also
slower for increasing corrugation values, V0. Therefore,
generalizations to other surfaces and HA species consid-
ering just the typical electronic density values of the
specific metal will result in coarse estimates of HA
relaxation rates by e-h pair excitations. Obtaining realistic
values requires more complex modeling, as the actual rates
are highly dependent on the system details. AIMDEF
comes in as a valuable tool for this task.
The discussion above accounts for the e-h pair excitation
effect on the HA relaxation time scale. The effect on the
length scale, i.e., on the distances traveled by the HA, is
discussed next for the FS case. The total traveled path
length, denoted L in the inset of Fig. 2, is directly
connected to the energy loss by electronic friction. L
depends substantially on the initial energy, as shown in
the distributions of Fig. 2. For Ei ¼ 0.5 eV, the distribution
is peaked at ≃25 Å and has a width of 20 Å, while the
distribution for Ei ¼ 1.0 eV is peaked at ≳30 Å and is
narrower. Note, however, that information on the total path
length cannot be directly extracted from experiments and
other magnitudes should be considered instead.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has been used in
other systems to obtain the final lateral mean distance
between dissociation products [44–48], denoted D in the
inset of Fig. 2. Information on the lateral displacement of an
individual atom after dissociation, i.e., the in-plane distance
between its final and initial position (denoted d in the inset
of Fig. 2), can also be measured when using the STM to
induce single-molecule manipulations [49,50]. Thus, we
have also analyzed the d- andD-distributions of the relaxed
H atoms. The results are shown in Fig. 3. In both cases the
effect of the incident energy is very subtle, in contrast with
our finding for the path length distributions. For the studied
Ei values most atoms are displaced by d≲ 5 Å. The
distributions of D values are widely spread. Dissipation
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by electronic friction results in an average H–H lateral
distance hDi ¼ 5.76 Å for Ei ¼ 0.5 eV, a factor of 2
smaller than the value hDi ∼ 12 Å found in the AIMD
simulations without friction [29]. The latter is consistent
with the more efficient energy dissipation provided by the
electronic channel. However, it is difficult to establish a
direct comparison between the electronic and phononic
energy dissipation rates and the corresponding lateral
distances D. As sketched in the inset of Fig. 2, the HAs
typically follow a rather erratic walk that makes it difficult
to relate the total length L with D. In particular, since the
HAs do not diffuse thermally, results known from random
walk models cannot be applied here. More importantly,
notice that an estimate of the friction coefficient made from
the lateral distances observed by STM could provide a
largely overestimated value, as proven by our finding that
D, d ≪ L due to the aforementioned erratic trajectories.
In summary, we have performed ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations that incorporate on the fly the effect
of e-h pair excitations by means of a friction force that is
calculated within the local density friction approximation
[21]. Using this methodology, which we denote AIMDEF,
we have shown that for H2 molecules dissociating on
Pd(100) the transient H atoms propagate nonthermally on
the surface and rapidly lose energy into substrate e-h pair
excitations. Only 150 fs are necessary for the kinetic energy
of the incipient H hot atoms to be reduced by half.
Interestingly, this energy loss rate is five times faster than
that due to the surface vibration channel [29] and leads to
the H atoms being settled at the adsorption sites on a
timescale of few hundred femtoseconds. The efficiency of
the electronic dissipation channel is a consequence of the
time spent by the H atoms in surface regions of substantial
electron density (rs ¼ 2–3 a:u:). Given that these
conditions are inherent in the relaxation of hot atoms
and molecules on metals, our study shows that dissipation
into e-h pairs cannot be neglected and should be considered
on the same footing as dissipation into lattice vibrations.
However, generalizations to other atoms and substrates on
the relative relevance of each dissipation channel are not
straightforward, as the atom mass and PES topography are
key factors to be considered. In this respect, the proposed
AIMDEF method is a valuable methodology because it
gives an accurate account of the system PES and it models
both energy dissipation channels simultaneously. All in all,
we have shown that although e-h pair excitations may not
have much influence on whether an impinging molecule
dissociates, they can have a major impact on the subsequent
relaxation of the products.
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